Online Survey

ID | Question | Options | Comments
--- | --- | --- | ---
1 | At least I’ll receive 1 license the opportunity to help those that have been impacted by the war on drugs. It also gives the opportunity for the community to be more involved. As a result, I see a greater chance to expand the community and to make the community better. | Qualified Lottery Process; Other Option(s) Discussed | I don’t agree with the last RFQ process.
2 | In addition it gives me a chance to compete with other companies making it well in the race. | Lottery Process; Qualified Lottery Process; First Order Processing Process | I didn’t agree with the last RFQ process.
3 | There are additional considerations. I want to make sure that people who have money already, there are people that have background records and they have been given extensions to get into the program so that they can be entitled to how they will help and give back to the community. | Lottery Process; Qualified Lottery Process; First Order Processing Process | The RFQ process was important to consider with the combination of those who have been a part of the process.
4 | At least 10 because it’s giving the opportunity to not only half the core but also people that have money already, there are people that have background records and they have been given extensions to get into the program so that they can be entitled to how they will help and give back to the community. | Lottery Process; Qualified Lottery Process; First Order Processing Process | In a healthy state which was previously shutting their doors. The industry is not paying operator is literally on the brink of building planning and permitting for Sacramento to purchase from CORE.
5 | We need to have more core operators that also get a high value of the process. We need cooperation with core business leaders. Make a list of the licensed winners and allow them to help themselves. | Lottery Process; Qualified Lottery Process; First Order Processing Process | cropped.
6 | We need to go down the original RFQ list in order. | Qualified Lottery Process; First Order Processing Process | cropped.
7 | Take a few of the licensed retailers and allow them to help CORE business goes beyond just making the original RFQ list. | Qualified Lottery Process; First Order Processing Process | cropped.
8 | When you apply, you can apply one at a time. | Qualified Lottery Process; First Order Processing Process | cropped.
9 | I don’t think the program should have the same opportunity to compete. | Qualified Lottery Process; First Order Processing Process | cropped.
10 | We need to go down the original RFQ list in order. | Qualified Lottery Process; First Order Processing Process | cropped.
11 | We need to go down the original RFQ list in order. | Qualified Lottery Process; First Order Processing Process | cropped.
12 | Online Survey

The City Council recently released their first qualified list of applicants who are ready to go. The council also announced the creation of a hybrid process that combines both the RFQ and another process through a brand new RFQ. This process will allow applicants to apply for a license if they are ready to go and have the necessary qualifications.

Some questions and comments from the survey:

- "I didn’t agree with the last RFQ process." (98% agreement)
- "I prefer the process where people can compete with each other." (85% agreement)
- "We need to go down the original RFQ list in order." (78% agreement)
- "The council should have made the decision to go down the original RFQ list in order." (72% agreement)

The survey was designed to help the council understand the public’s preferences for the new hybrid process and to ensure that the process is fair and accessible to all applicants.

Additional comments from respondents:

- "I think the council should have made the decision to go down the original RFQ list in order." (72% agreement)
- "The council should have made the decision to go down the original RFQ list in order." (72% agreement)
- "I don’t think the council should have made the decision to go down the original RFQ list in order." (28% agreement)

The council will use the survey results to help shape the new hybrid process and make sure that it is fair and accessible to all applicants.
In addition to the location OCM breweries, if no-OCM breweries (those in top 10) and OCM applications should be accepted. Keeping a cap on licenses will ensure there isn’t an over-saturated market and that OCM will not dilute the benefits to the needs of the licensees, especially OCM licensees.

---

Quinn's Honesty:
I am speaking on behalf of the applicants who have submitted their applications. Many have faced challenges, but they have continued to pursue their dreams through various means. I believe we should respect their hard work and dedication.

---

1. Normal Lottery Process
The city and state need help from the public to select the best applicants. I propose a lottery process where qualified applicants are chosen through a random selection process. This ensures fairness and prevents favoritism.

2. Qualified Lottery Process
Quinn's Honesty:
I am concerned about the potential for bias in a lottery process. It's important to consider the qualifications of applicants to ensure the best outcomes.

3. Normal Lottery Process
I believe the lottery process should be weight-based, where applicants with higher scores from the RFQ are given priority. This ensures that the best candidates are selected.

4. Qualified Lottery Process
Quinn's Honesty:
I think a weighted lottery process is necessary to ensure that all applicants have a chance to succeed.

5. Normal Lottery Process
I support this process as it provides an equal opportunity for everyone to apply.

6. Qualified Lottery Process
Quinn's Honesty:
I am concerned about the potential for inequity in a weighted lottery process. It's important to consider the needs of the community.

7. Normal Lottery Process
I believe the lottery process should be time-based, where applications submitted within a certain time frame are given priority.

8. Qualified Lottery Process
Quinn's Honesty:
I think a time-based lottery process is necessary to ensure that applicants don't have an unfair advantage.

---

Hand-written Survey

---

1. Normal Lottery Process
- Select the top 10 applicants based on RFQ scores.
- Announce the results publicly.

2. Qualified Lottery Process
- Randomly select the top 10 applicants.
- Announce the results publicly.

3. Normal Lottery Process
- Select the top 10 applicants based on RFQ scores.
- Announce the results publicly.

4. Qualified Lottery Process
- Randomly select the top 10 applicants.
- Announce the results publicly.

5. Normal Lottery Process
- Select the top 10 applicants based on RFQ scores.
- Announce the results publicly.

6. Qualified Lottery Process
- Randomly select the top 10 applicants.
- Announce the results publicly.

7. Normal Lottery Process
- Select the top 10 applicants based on RFQ scores.
- Announce the results publicly.

8. Qualified Lottery Process
- Randomly select the top 10 applicants.
- Announce the results publicly.

---

Thank you for your time and consideration.